PRODUCT CATALOG

The story of Villa Dolce began with a dream to bring
Italy’s finest gelato to the United States. Growing
up in Rome, the Marcaccini brothers spent their
summers on the Italian coast and sharing gelato with
friends and family was one of their favorite daily rituals.
Today, Villa Dolce wants to preserve that tradition by
bringing your customers those same shared moments
of joy and connection, through authentic, artisan
gelato made with the finest ingredients sourced from
around the world.
Villa Dolce opened their doors in 2001 servicing
top tier restaurants and hotels in the Los Angeles
area. Top chefs quickly embraced their extraordinary
product, made fresh with natural ingredients.

WE STARTED VILLA DOLCE NOT ONLY BECAUSE WE WANTED
TO SHARE A PRODUCT THAT WE LOVED, BUT BECAUSE WE
MISSED THE ITALIAN WAY OF LIFE. IN ITALY, QUALITY PRODUCTS
AND QUALITY TIME TOGETHER ARE HIGHLY VALUED. ITALIANS
UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE OF TRULY CONNECTING WITH
EACH OTHER. AND NOW THAT I HAVE MY OWN FAMILY, THIS
IS MORE IMPORTANT TO ME THAN EVER. I LOVE THAT OUR
PRODUCTS ARE MEANT TO BE SAVORED AND SHARED.
MONTE MARCACCINI
CEO VILLA DOLCE

In 2013, Villa Dolce purchased a state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility in Phoenix, Arizona, enabling
expansion of their national food service distribution.
We now craft over 40 flavors of artisan gelato and
sorbettoto as well as a selection of single serve cups,
artisan gelato sandwiches and ready-to-bake desserts.
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Gelato
An exceptional dessert leaves a lasting impression. That’s why our traditional recipes are made
using time-honored, artisan techniques combined with the latest in manufacturing technology.

5 Liter Pans

ARGENTINE SEA SALT CARAMEL

CARIBBEAN COCONUT

DOT Item code: 716662

DOT Item code: 716689

Buttery, sweet caramel gelato made with imported
Argentine Dulce de Leche becomes even more
irresistible with an infusion of French sea salt
and chocolate dipped salted caramel truffles.
A perfectly balanced sweet and savory delight!

A tropical treat featuring sweet, fresh coconut
shavings blended with creamy Madagascar vanilla.

BANANA DULCE DE LECHE

CHERRY ALMOND CHOCOLATE CHIP

DOT Item code: 716660

DOT Item code: 716647

Bananas roasted in brandy and brown sugar
are combined with delectable swirls of Argentine
Dulce to create this richly complex dessert.

Slow down and savor our signature Amarena
cherry gelato enhanced with decadent Belgium
chocolate slivers and crunchy roasted almonds.
Exceptionally delicious, this treat is not to be missed!

BELGIAN DARK CHOCOLATE

COFFEE CHOCOLATE CHIP

DOT Item code: 716663

DOT Item code: 716661

Chocolate lovers will not be disappointed.
Smooth and intense, our dark chocolate is crafted
in one of Belgium’s oldest cocoa roasteries and
made from the finest blend of sustainable cocoa
beans. This is artisan gelato at its decadent best.

Our imported,100% Arabica blend coffee
beans create a gelato fit for the most discerning
coffee aficionado. An infusion of semisweet
Belgium chocolate pieces further elevates the high.

BIRTHDAY CAKE

COOKIE BUTTER (SPECULAAS)

DOT Item code: 716658

DOT Item code: 716640

Make every day a party with our scrumptious
cake batter gelato filled with festive, multicolor
candy confetti.

Make every day feel like a European holiday
when you cozy up with our tasty Speculoos
gelato. Made with crunchy, spiced shortbread
cookies, this unique flavor is a Belgian tradition.
Enjoy the subtle sweetness and hints of caramelized
cinnamon as you savor this irresistible treat!

BOURBON VANILLA APPLE CRISP

COOKIE MONSTER

DOT Item code: 716667

DOT Item code: 747888

Bits of cinnamon-y streusel and baked apples are
blended into our signature Madagascar bourbon
vanilla. This elegant taste is rich and unique!

Unleash your inner cookie monster with this delicious
blue vanilla and baked cookie cream gelato. An
abundance of chocolate and chocolate chip cookies
adds a crunchy texture, while cookie dough and
a dark chocolate cookie variegate elevate the
experience. A gelato crafted for cookie lovers!

We carefully select only the finest ingredients from around the world including Real Belgium
Chocolate, Sicilian Pistachio, Argentine Dulce de Leche, and Madagascar Vanilla.

Dolce Gold Flavor
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Seasonal

Special Order
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Gelato Flavors

5 Liter Pans

GREEN TEA

MENTA (MINT) CHOCOLATE CHIP

PURE SICILIAN PISTACHIO

TRADITIONAL COOKIES & CREAM

DOT Item code: 716690

DOT Item code: 716684

DOT Item code: 716673

DOT Item code: 716691

East meets West in this light and refreshing treat!
We make our green tea gelato from shade grown,
100% Japanese Matcha green tea.

This refreshing blend features fresh mint gelato
infused with the delectable crunch of Belgian
chocolate shavings.

The taste of Italian tradition! The secret to this
Villa Dolce signature is our proprietary blend of
100% pure pistachio butter imported from Italy.
An extraordinary flavor inspired by the tradition
and romance of gelato crafting.

Satisfy your craving for milk and cookies with
this creamy cookie gelato featuring a bounty of
crunchy chocolate wafers.

ITALIAN ESPRESSO

NY STRAWBERRY CHEESECAKE

SALTED DULCE DE LECHE

UBE (PURPLE YAM)

DOT Item code: 716692

DOT Item code: 716666

DOT Item code: 716732

DOT Item code: 716652

Made with 100% Arabica blend coffee beans
from the mountains of Serra Acima in Brazil.
The mature Arabica bean delivers a deep and
delicious espresso flavor to our gelato. Lightly
softened with a small amount of cream and sugar,
this full-bodied blend leaves a lasting impression.

Experience the rich, full flavor of cheesecake
gelato swirled with a vibrant ribbon of tart
Fragolissima Arabeschi, whole strawberries
enveloped in a sweet aromatic sauce.

Buttery, sweet caramel gelato made with imported
Argentine Dulce de Leche becomes even more
irresistible with an infusion of French sea salt. A
perfectly balanced sweet and savory delight!

A culinary staple of Filipino cuisine, the Ube yam
delivers a flavor that is gently sweet and nutty. The
Ube’s extraordinary, vibrant purple color also makes
this gelato a beautiful compliment to any display
case or dessert offering!

TORTA AL LIMONE (LEMON PIE)

OLD WORLD SPUMONI

SPICED PUMPKIN

WILD STRAWBERRY SWIRL

DOT Item code: 716680

DOT Item code: 716677

DOT Item code: 716676

DOT Item code: 716657

Like sunshine in a bowl, we combine our lemon
cream gelato with delicious bits of lemon pie
and swirls of lemon cookie variegate, delivering
a delightful snap of citrus amid the sweetness.
Indulgent and extravagant, enjoy this dessert like
you would a summer in Capri.

This beloved Italian favorite is a swirled fusion
of full-bodied, dark Belgium chocolate, Italian
pistachios and Fabbri Amarena cherries from
Bologna, Italy. This festive crowd-pleaser is a
vibrant spectrum of flavors and colors alike.

Enjoy the classic autumnal taste of fresh pumpkin
and spices in our delicious cheesecake gelato.

Our version of this classic gelato is made with
sweet, sun ripened, California grown strawberries
swirled with a vibrant ribbon of Fragolissima
Arabeschi, strawberries enveloped in a sweet
aromatic sauce.

MADAGASCAR VANILLA BEAN

PEANUT BUTTER CUP

STRACCIATELLA
(ITALIAN CHOCOLATE CHIP)

VEGAN CHOCOLATE GELATO

DOT Item code: 716668

DOT Item code: 716672

DOT Item code: 716671

DOT Item code: 716664

The distinctive flavor of our bourbon vanilla comes
from its origin of Madagascar, an island located
off the southeastern coast of Africa. We combine
our vanilla with fresh cream, milk and pure cane
sugar to complement the purity and richness of
this exquisite bean.

To create this irresistible combo of chocolate
and peanut butter, we start with our seductively
smooth peanut butter gelato and enhance it
with delectable chocolate peanut butter cups.
Your taste buds will thank you.

To make this elegant Italian version of chocolatechip ice cream, we begin with a base of pure
fior di latte gelato and drizzle it with warm
Belgium chocolate. As the chocolate hardens, it
is gently mixed into the gelato delivering luscious,
melt-in-your-mouth chocolate slivers in every bite!

Smooth, rich, and ultra-creamy, this exquisite
dairy-free dessert magnifies the intense flavor of
our imported dark chocolate. Made for the most
discerning chocolate lover.

MAPLE ROASTED BUTTER PECAN

PIEMONTE HAZELNUT
CHOCOLATE CRUNCH

TIRAMISU

VEGAN VANILLA

DOT Item code: 716669

DOT Item code: 716649

DOT Item code: 716688

Inspired by a favorite Italian dessert, our sweet
cream gelato is combined with mascarpone
cheese, coffee and Marsala wine then infused
with ladyfinger cookie pieces and finished with
a dash of gourmet cocoa powder.

Supremely decadent and creamy, this non-dairy,
vegan delight highlights the exquisite flavor
of our imported Madagascar Vanilla Bean.
Refined in its simplicity, our vanilla is rich but
not overpowering.

DOT Item code: 716682

We begin with a rich, butter pecan gelato and
finish with a generous infusion of crunchy candied
pecans and a delicious ribbon of maple syrup.

Our artisan blend of Belgian chocolate and
Piemonte hazelnut gelato is enhanced by a
delicious infusion of crunchy Valrhona Caramelia
pearls and a chocolate hazelnut ribbon.

Dolce Gold Flavor
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Seasonal

Special Order
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Sorbetto
We believe that quality of life starts with quality products from responsible sources.
We carefully select only the finest ingredients from around the world including

5 Liter Pans

ALPHONSO MANGO

SICILIAN BLOOD ORANGE

DOT Item code: 716734

DOT Item code: 716707

Harvested in the remote Ratnagiri district on the
west coast of India, Alphonso is considered the
best mango in the world because of its superb
flavor and smooth texture. Like biting into a ripe
mango, this exotic flavor is sublimely rich and silky.

Made from Sicilian blood oranges, the unique red
color is the result of the antioxidant anthocyanin,
which develops while the fruits ripen in the
temperate climate of the Mediterranean. Sweeter
than a typical orange, this magical favor is
dynamic and refreshing.

LIMONCELLO

WILD STRAWBERRY

DOT Item code: 716735

DOT Item code: 716670

Inspired by the traditional Italian liqueur, this
sorbettoto is smooth and sweet with an intense
lemon flavor. The perfect after dinner dessert.

Our refreshing, velvety soft sorbetto delivers
the mouthwatering taste of sweet,
sun-ripened strawberries.

PASSION FRUIT

ZESTY LEMON

DOT Item code: 716736

DOT Item code: 716737

Experience the sweet, exotic flavor of this
South American fruit in our creamy sorbetto.

Taste the difference. Our zesty lemon sorbetto is
the perfect blend of freshly squeezed lemon juice
and pure cane sugar. Velvety soft with an intense
flavor, its sweetness is tempered with just the
right amount of tang.

Alphonso Mangos from India, Sicilian Blood Oranges, and European Chocolate.
Let us bring only the best to your table.

ROSANNA RASPBERRY
DOT Item code: 716712

Hand picked ripe raspberries mixed with
sweet cane sugar create an intense flavor
that is pleasantly tart and sweet.
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Single -Serve

COLLECTION

24 / 3.6oz. Cups

G
LACTOSE
FREE

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

G

GLUTEN
FREE

LACTOSE
FREE

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

GLUTEN
FREE

CHOCOLATE GELATO

RASPBERRY SORBETTO

DOT Item code: 716641

DOT Item code: 716644

Chocolate lovers will not be disappointed. Smooth and
intense, our dark chocolate is crafted in one of Belgium’s
oldest cocoa roasteries and made from the finest blend
of sustainable cocoa beans. This is artisan gelato at its
decadent best.

Hand picked ripe raspberries mixed with sweet
cane sugar create an intense flavor that is pleasantly
tart and sweet.

We all want convenience. When offering a to-go treat at a deli,
grocery store, school campus, hotel gift shop or poolside resort,
our portion-controlled, safety-sealed cups provide a profitable,
ready-to-serve snack. Perfect for catering and buffets, too!

G
LACTOSE
FREE

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

G

GLUTEN
FREE

LACTOSE
FREE

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

GLUTEN
FREE

SALTED CARAMEL GELATO

MANGO SORBETTO

DOT Item code: 716645

DOT Item code: 716643

Buttery, sweet caramel gelato made with imported
Argentine Dulce de Leche becomes even more irresistible
with an infusion of French sea salt. A perfectly balanced
sweet and savory delight.

Harvested in the remote Ratnagiri district on the west
coast of India, Alphonso is considered the best mango
in the world because of its superb flavor and smooth
texture. Like biting into a ripe mango, this exotic flavor
is sublimely rich and silky.

G
LACTOSE
FREE

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

GLUTEN
FREE

VANILLA BEAN GELATO
DOT Item code: 716646

The distinctive flavor of our bourbon vanilla comes from
its origin of Madagascar, an island located off the
southeastern coast of Africa. We combine our vanilla with
fresh cream, milk and pure cane sugar to complement
the purity and richness of this exquisite bean.
Spoon under lid
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Gelato
Sandwiches

Pack Size 18 / 5.7oz.
Individually Packaged

MADAGASCAR VANILLA BEAN GELATO
WITH CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
DOT Item code: 745964

The distinctive flavor of our bourbon vanilla comes from
its origin of Madagascar, an island located off the southeastern coast of Africa. The purity and richness of this
exquisite bean is taken to new heights when combined
with our classic chocolate chip cookies.

STRAWBERRY JAM GELATO
WITH PEANUT BUTTER COOKIES
DOT Item code: 745963

Our version of this classic gelato is made with sweet,
sun ripened, California grown strawberries swirled
with a vibrant ribbon of strawberry jam. Our slightly
salty, peanut butter chip cookies are the perfect
accompaniment for this modern take on PB & J.
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Gelato Sandwiches

Pack Size 18 / 5.7oz.
Individually Packaged

MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP GELATO
WITH DARK CHOCOLATE COOKIES
DOT Item code: 745965

The combination of our mint gelato infused with fine
shavings of Belgian dark chocolate is both refreshing and
decadent. The perfect match for our dark chocolate cookies
featuring semi-sweet, milk and white chocolate morsels.

ARGENTINE SEA SALT CARAMEL GELATO
WITH SNICKERDOODLE COOKIES
DOT Item code: 745966

Creamy caramel gelato made with imported Argentine
Dulce de Leche becomes even more irresistible with
an infusion of French sea salt. Our cinnamon-infused
snickerdoodle cookies put the finishing touch on this
intensely satisfying, sweet and savory delight.
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5 Liter Pans

Join us in building a kinder,
greener tomorrow!
INTRODUCING DAIRY MADE WITHOUT COWS.

BURNT CARAMEL PRALINE

PISTACHIO LATTE

DOT Item code: 738597

DOT Item code: 738596

This is next level caramel. Undertones of burnt
sugar add a layer of smokiness and depth
without being overly sweet, while the roasted
hazelnut pralines deliver a delectable crunch
and nutty texture.

An Italian classic, with a twist! The secret to this
exceptional flavor is our proprietary blend of
100% pure pistachio butter imported from Sicily.
An infusion of espresso with a hint of Madagascar
Vanilla heightens the richness and complexity of
this opulent treat.

STRAWBERRY AFTER DARK

CHOCOLATE ALL’ ARANCIA

DOT Item code: 738598

DOT Item code: 738602

Made with sweet, sun ripened California grown
strawberries and swirled with a ribbon of dark
chocolate fudge. A generous infusion of
melt-in-your-mouth chocolate slivers makes every
bite reminiscent of chocolate covered strawberries.

Experience a taste of the Mediterranean!
Enjoy its subtle, aromatic notes of orange and
candied orange peel blended into our smooth
dark chocolate. An exquisite taste experience.

SEA SALT VANILLA & HONEYCOMB

CARAMEL COLD BREW

DOT Item code: 738599

DOT Item code: 738601

This velvety smooth blend of Tahitian and
Madagascar vanillas reaches new heights when
combined with a hint of Himalayan Sea Salt and
pieces of deliciously crisp honeycomb candy.

A buttery caramel ribbon accents the deep and
delicious flavor of Italian cold brewed coffee.
This full-bodied blend leaves a lasting impression.

Delivering the same real taste and texture you love, Villa Dolce has partnered with Perfect Day
to create a more sustainable collection of gelato and desserts formulated with a revolutionary
new animal-free milk protein.
Our handcrafted indulgences are vegan-friendly and lactose-free – all thanks to Perfect Day’s
animal-free dairy ingredients that are identical to protein in cow’s milk, but made without a
single cow.
Less greenhouse gas emissions, less water, and less energy mean our gelatos and desserts
with Perfect Day are kinder, greener, and better for everything. Delight your customers with our
delicious, planet-positive treats!

ANIMAL -FREE

ECO - MINDED
TAHITIAN VANILLA BEAN
WE’RE THRILLED TO BE ABLE TO OFFER OUR FOOD
SERVICE PARTNERS AN OPTION THAT CAN MEET THEIR
NEED FOR SUSTAINABLE, ANIMAL-FREE PRODUCTS,

DOT Item code: 738600

Made with premium, hand-selected beans
cultivated in Tahiti, this vanilla imparts a subtle
floral, fruity flavor that is both perfection on its
own or as a decadent dessert accompaniment.

WITHOUT COMPROMISING THE TASTE AND TEXTURE
WE ARE KNOWN FOR. WE’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR
A SOLUTION THAT LIVES UP THE VILLA DOLCE NAME,
AND WE’VE FOUND IT THROUGH PERFECT DAY.
MONTE MARCACCINI
CEO VILLA DOLCE
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LACTOSE
FREE

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

GLUTEN
FREE

Contains the Milk Protien Allergen

Scan to learn about
Villa Dolce’s partnership
with Perfect Day
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Desserts

Pack Size 24 / 4oz. Portions

ANIMAL & GLUTEN FREE

VEGAN-FRIENDLY
•
LACTOSE-FREE
•
READY-TO-BAKE

ANIMAL & GLUTEN-FREE
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE DOUGH

ANIMAL & GLUTEN-FREE MOLTEN LAVA
DOT Item code: 747620

DOT Item code: 747617

Enjoy the decadence of this beautifully textured,
gluten-free, chocolate fudge cake featuring an indulgent
lava center. Ten-twelve minutes at 400° F, and this
beloved dessert will leave every dining experience on
a high note. Vegan-Friendly, Gluten-Free, Lactose-Free,
Animal-Free and Ready-to-Bake.

Enjoy fresh baked cookies and less risk of crosscontamination with our Vegan-friendly, Animal &
Gluten-Free chocolate chip cookie dough. The petite,
semi-sweet chocolate morsels are plentiful throughout
this 10 lb pack of cookie dough and provide an easy
way to identify this responsible and sustainable treat.
Enjoy on their own or as a skillet cookie a la mode
with our Animal-Free Tahitian Vanilla Bean Gelato.
Vegan-Friendly, Gluten-Free, Lactose-Free, Animal-Free
and Ready-to-Bake.

Bake time/temp from thawed 11 min. at 400° convection

Bake time/temp from thawed 8-10 min. at 350° convection
Pack size: 10 lbs or 80 ea. 2 oz portions

ANIMAL & GLUTEN-FREE PURE
SICILIAN PISTACHIO TORTE

ANIMAL & GLUTEN-FREE SOUTHERN
PECAN BROWN BUTTER CAKE

DOT Item code: 747618

DOT Item code: 747619

A taste of Italian tradition is now Animal & Gluten-free!
This perfectly balanced, chiffon-style cake features our
imported, 100% pure Sicilian pistachio butter. Lemon
pistachio crumb topping further heightens the richness
and complexity of this opulent treat. Vegan-Friendly,
Gluten-Free, Lactose-Free, Animal-Free and Ready-to-Bake.

Experience the taste of the southern hospitality with
this Animal & Gluten-Free delight! Your guests will
love the incomparable taste of rich browned butter
and pecan praline in this classic condensed cake.
Accented with almond milk and finished with a pecan
cinnamon streusel topping, this dessert is the perfect
accompaniment to every flavor in our animal-free
gelato collection. Vegan-Friendly, Gluten-Free,
Lactose-Free, Animal-Free and Ready-to-Bake.

Bake time/temp from thawed 20-25 min. at 350° convection

Bake time/temp from thawed 20-25 min. at 350° convection

Scan to learn about
Villa Dolce’s partnership
with Perfect Day
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LACTOSE
FREE

VEGAN
FRIENDLY

GLUTEN
FREE

Contains the Milk Protien Allergen
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ADD A VILLA DOLCE PROFIT
CENTER TO YOUR BUSINESS TODAY!

Our start-up packages include:
Reduced Pricing on a variety of gelato cases
for displays of 6 to 24 flavors
Ongoing 20% Discount of accessories (cups,
spoons, spatulas, to-go containers, etc.)
Complementary fill of assorted Villa Dolce Gelato
and Sorbetto for your display case
Promotional material support on flavor tags,
marketing materials and training videos

For additional details on our start-up packages and gelato display case
spec sheets scan the QR Code or visit us at villadolcegelato.com
Products Available at

